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fedora 16 and 17 come with a package called mesa-demos that has every current version of mesa available. since mesa 9.0 will not be available from
fedora 17, i need to find an earlier one of course. i downloaded and installed the red hat 3.9.1 version of mesa 9.0, but no luck. i've tried everything i
can think of, including a apt-get update and apt-get upgrade and then a apt-get install mesa-demos to get back to this version. i'm looking for other

solutions, but i guess i'm stuck with any of the three. i tried the mesa_debug directive, and got a message in the vmware text logs window saying, "no
debug output for this application." please post if you have answers for any of this. i'm going to read more about mesa development and the vmware
distributed computing service in hopes that they have a solution. i'm optimistic that there is a solution. the most notable geographical feature on the

planet is the formidine rift, a long, flat valley, which runs almost the entire length of the planet from west to east. the length of this region is
approximately 1.5 light-years. the plateau of land behind the rift is also relatively flat, and has been relatively stabilized by the wind, creating a bleak,

desolate landscape. the eastern half of the rift is considered a flat desert wasteland of scouring sand. the western half is more rocky and
mountainous, with occasional canyons, mesas and mesas, which often have relatively dense foliage and a very dim red sun.
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The following fixes will be rolled into 8.0-beta1 when it is released next week: On Windows, WindowsFormsApp.exe now starts minimized. Video
capture is now supported, including scaling, so we can bootstrap the viewer to capture video. A Command-lineArgs property has been added to

AppCmd.arguments. The value of this property is a colon-separated list of arguments (in one to four parts) passed to the application. Note that the
property can be set by the user (i.e., the user can control which commands are launched), but it can not be changed by the application or built-in

"application properties." Also, the Eclipse for Java developers runs --launcher.XX, where XX is the version of the runtime, which has become a feature.
So, on a 32-bit Windows version of Eclipse, you can specify "--launcher.XX_1.7.0_40" to start Java 7, for example. For Linux distributions, the versions

of GVim and XEmacs are now specified and the option is --launcher.XX_XX.XX_XX, where XX.XX is the version of the Eclipse runtime. all that is
necessary is to go into the package manager and select "update" for ubuntu or "reinstall" for windows, and then select the java version you want, and
pick up where you left off, or install it from scratch. if that is what you want to do. Until now we used a hardware timer on Windows for the source/sink

time-stamping. It worked nicely but wasn't free to use. It required to install the GStreamVCUDF driver and set a nice value for the
GST_TIME_NANOSECOND property of the element. So it had to be non-blocking otherwise the system could detect a stall and stop playback.
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